


Intellectuals 

solve problems,

geniuses prevent 

them.”
— Albert Einstein
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Active Watch is a worldwide video monitoring company that uses 

advanced technology to provide "real time" live remote video 

monitoring service.  We have been providing video monitoring 

service to customers since 2006 throughout Europe and North 

America. 

Our security measures do not rely on triggers or sensors such as 

motion detectors or door and window sensors. Our monitoring 

agents are the sensor that detect any suspicious activity.

Through our extensive network of partners,  Active Watch provides 

the most effective security solution at a cost-effective price.

Active Watch’s remote monitoring solution is a proactive and 

verified approach to protecting properties and assets.  

About Us



Our Services
This is what we do



Crimes are 

recorded with 

video cameras. 

Crime is prevented 

with live 

monitoring 

agents.”
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Our Services

Perimeter Protection

Access Control

Detection System

CCTV Systems

Loss Prevention

Video Analytics 



7Remote Video Monitoring

As of 2016, law enforcement in 

many US states and Canadian 

provinces will not respond to 

alarms due to high volume of 

false alarms.  Police will only 

respond to verified security 

solutions which is video 

verification offered by Active 

Watch. 

Real time remote video 

monitoring is the most 

effective security solution  

and the preferred method 

by law enforcement.  As a 

verified security solution, 

law enforcement will react 

immediately to live events.  



8Advantages

Active Watch is a proactive approach to 

protecting property and lives. We watch, while 

you sleep. 

RVM is proactive instead of reactive

We offer continuous live remote video surveillance 

services as the best solution for you to maximize your 

investment in surveillance and security.

Round the clock monitoring

You can save costs on theft / damage and on your 

insurance deductibles

Saving money

Police respond immediately while our monitoring agents continue to 

have direct two -way communication to guide them to the event

Immediate response from law enforcement

Deters criminal activity and creates security awareness 

especially when using customized “Voice Downs”.

Customized “Voice Downs”

We can generate reports on the status of the actions in 

your environment, based on criteria that you specify.

Generate daily reports



9Active Watch is proactive

instead of reactive

Active Watch’s monitoring agents acts as your 

virtual guard protecting your assets .

Reduce amount of false alarms.

Deter criminal activity & create security awareness  

with customized "Voice Downs".

Save costs on security guards or security 

patrols that have been proven to be 

ineffective 



1024/7 remote operation center

Monitoring station is in Europe with operators 

providing 24 hours surveillance ready to alert if 

there is an incident.1
Our monitoring station has no contact with the 

employees of sites that are being monitored as 

70% commercial crime is committed by 

disgruntled former employees.

Operators only see what is on their screen and 

follow the protocols if an incident happens.

All our agents go through extensive background 

check and are trained by seasoned security  

specialists.

.
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11Protocols and how they look

Protocols are established with each client to ensure who is 

dispatched in case of an event. We engage with our customer to 

develop protocols that is appropriate for their application.

These protocols are outlined in detail so that the right people are 

dispatched when a incident occurs. For example, in case of fire, 911 

is immediately dispatched instead of contacting the owner of the 

company first.

Protocols are reviewed every 4-6 months with our clients. 
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COMPANY NAME

1234 Long Beach

Los Angeles California

OUR EMAIL

Please use the form to send an email, and a 

representative will get back to you shortly.

Info@ActiveWatchSecurity.com

OUR PHONE

Contact us via telephone.

Phone: 1-844-949-0039


